Press release

A connected life at your fingertips

CES2020 | LEGRAND REVEALS DRIVIA WITH NETATMO, ITS FIRST SMART ELECTRICAL PANEL, DISTINGUISHED BY THE CES INNOVATION AWARDS, AND PRESENTS NEW CONNECTED RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Paris, January 6, 2020 - Legrand, global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructure, is taking part in Unveiled at CES2020 in Las Vegas to announce Drivia with Netatmo: its first smart electrical panel for the residential sector. Legrand is also unveiling new “with Netatmo” connected solutions such as the Smarther thermostat and the connected wiring devices adorne and radiant. All of them can be piloted via Legrand’s app, Home + Control, a genuine dashboard for managing the connected home, which is being continuously enhanced with new products including Netatmo’s solutions as well as partner offerings. The app also features a schedule system with strong user value.

“Following the success of CES2019, which culminated in a CES Innovation Award for a control device incorporating Amazon’s voice assistant as a native feature, this year’s CES in Las Vegas provides an opportunity to continue consolidating our innovations. Our approach is focused more than ever on Users, letting them control their connected lives with ease. Legrand places people at the core of all its developments so they can act on their environment with the Home + Control app, continually enriched with new features,” stated Benoît Coquart, CEO of Legrand.

Legrand announces its first smart electrical panel for the residential sector Drivia with Netatmo at CES2020 Unveiled

The recipient of two Innovation Awards in the Sustainability, Eco-Design & Smart Energy and Tech for a Better World categories, the Group’s smart electrical panel is the result of teamwork between the engineers of Legrand and Netatmo (startup acquired by Legrand in late 2018) aimed at connecting easily the heart of the home power infrastructure.

Drivia with Netatmo is made up of six smart modules: a contactor, a latching relay, a energy meter or eco-meter, a load controller and a gateway module. It enables users to easily connect their electrical installation. The modules composing this offer can be installed directly in the electrical panel and add innovative features to drive down energy consumption and manage the home’s most power-hungry equipment. Drivia with Netatmo, Legrand’s first smart electrical panel, allows users to better monitor and manage their energy consumption with features like scenarios or schedule planning. Available as of Q1 2020, this solution will be compatible with Home + Control, the app that makes it possible to pilot Legrand’s connected home.

Price (manufacturer’s suggested retail prices): contactor €100, smart latching relay €70, energy meter €68, and gateway module €75.

New connected solutions dedicated to residential buildings

The solutions presented by Legrand at CES2020 include new products that will be highlighted at the booth: the Smarther with Netatmo connected thermostat, which will be available in Europe as of April 2020, and two new “with Netatmo” wiring device ranges dedicated to the North American market as of late 2020, adorne® with Netatmo and radiant® with Netatmo. Legrand is thus continuing to implement its international strategy and work towards massification of connected home solutions.
Home + Control, a Legrand app dedicated to connected home piloting

Launched in 2018, Home + Control is a free, simple, intuitive app co-developed by Legrand and Netatmo. It provides users with real-time information on the state of their installation while letting them remotely monitor energy consumption, as well as interact with their connected home. With Home + Control, users truly take full control over their home by remotely controlling lighting, shutters, heating systems, and electrical equipment from their smartphone, by creating scenarios for instance. Home + Control is available free of charge on the App Store and Google Play.

Today, Home + Control is enriched with new features to offer more interoperable experiences:

- New compatibilities with Netatmo products (heating management solutions for example), and Legrand innovations, as well as partner products. Partner products include Bubendorff shutters, Aldes air conditioning units, Muller Group radiators, Somfy equipment and more. The app is compatible with all leading voice assistants such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant.
- New features: schedule. This feature is used to anticipate and set automation operations in the home, via Home + Control, to be triggered at a pre-determined time according to the user lifestyle for ever more precise piloting of electrical equipment.

This application is the perfect illustration of Legrand’s interoperability approach, while also offering other actors the possibility to create ever more enriching experiences for consumers thanks to its Works with Legrand developer portal. Acclaimed since its launch at CES in 2018, this portal is integrating more than 35 new partners each month, representing over 330 applications created by more than 1100 developers.

For more information on these solutions, please find below the link to Legrand’s press release.
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Attending CES? If you wish to find out more about Legrand’s participation at the CES and our partnerships, feel free to visit our booth: Sands Expo, Halls A-D – 42737 (click here to view the map).
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**ABOUT LEGRAND**
Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of solutions for commercial, industrial and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers worldwide. Drawing on an approach that involves all teams and stakeholders, Legrand is pursuing its strategy of profitable and sustainable growth driven by acquisitions and innovation, with a steady flow of new offerings—including Eliot* connected products with enhanced value in use. Legrand reported sales of close to €6 billion in 2018. The company is listed on Euronext Paris and is notably a component stock of the CAC 40 index.
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https://www.legrandgroup.com

*Eliot is a program launched in 2015 by Legrand to speed up deployment of the Internet of Things in its offering. A result of the Group’s innovation strategy, Eliot aims to develop connected and interoperable solutions that deliver lasting benefits to private individual users and professionals.

https://www.legrandgroup.com/en/group/eliot-legrands-connected-objects-program